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Kids love nature at very early ages. In fact, they develop a love for certain animals as soon as they

are exposed to them. Often, it is the babies of their favorite creatures that really spark their

imaginations. In this case, a nature book about baby animals can be used to engage the children in

the things that they have in common with the babies and also how they differ. The kids are often

engaged as soon as they see these baby animals in books.
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Who doesn't LOVE baby animals? And with this Kindle book, you get to read about animals to your

children from wherever you want. The beautiful photos never get smudged up and the pages don't

get torn. There are many different photographs of all kinds of baby animals in this book, and the

pictures are accompanied by pages of facts about the animals. The writing is simplistic but

appropriate, enough to teach our children different animal facts without overdoing it for those short

attention spans! My four-year-old son and I spent at least an hour just looking through these pages,

and we have revisited it a couple times already in the past two days of having the book. He loves



animals! I have provided some screenshots from the book so you can see the adorable

photographs and an example of the text as well. My only complaint about this book is that the font is

not the most reader-friendly text. A simpler font would have made the book that much better.

Overall, though, I am pleased with this book. Disclaimer: I received this book at a discounted price

for my honest review of it.

Such a great idea and some of the pictures are really cute. The book, however lacks "love". The

pages with text are so unattractive - it hurts my eyes to look at this unprofessional looking typeface

and page layout. Also, there is no consistent, elegant feel of the book - it is more a collection of

images someone had in their "inspirational" folder. I do not think this looks attractive at all. I

expected a coffee table quality from this book, and this is not it.I received this item for free in an

exchange for my honest review.

Adorable little book, that my daughter loved looking at the pictures of. The facts were ones that I did

know already, however my daughter liked learning new things. Not one she has asked to read more

than once though so not a huge impact. But better than some of the other ones I have seen out

there. Thought the images themselves seemed to be from general stock photos I have easily found

with google image search.I received this item deeply discounted in exchange for an honest review.

The photographs are amazing and my children absolutely loved them. We spent quite some time

discussing how beautiful the animals are and the different colors in each picture. However, the font

was difficult for my son to read and also a challenge for me. The other issue is that the facts are not

laid out well. There is no indication as to what the information is regarding until you read through it

all. Perhaps headings would be beneficial.

My toddler loved looking at the adorable baby animals in this eBook. I had to paraphrase some of

the descriptions for my 2 year old for now, but it will be enjoyed and understood even more when he

is 3.The pictures are beautiful and they cover quite a few animals, their babies and how they are

cared for.Some animals like dog,cat,monkey etc have just one line of explanation while some others

have 2 pages.I am glad to have been offered this eBook free in exchange for my honest review. I

think it's a cute addition to the library.

I think that generally, people cannot get enough of baby animals. Add in baby animals from all over



the world that we don't see very often, and you have a winner. This book is full of beautiful

photographs of real animals - not cartoons or drawings - and my whole family loves this book. I like

how there are small trivia facts thrown in here and there. I would definitely recommend this book for

people who have young children or grandchildren in the house. It will be a hit. I received this product

at a discount in exchange for my honest review.

My 2 year old daughter and I loved looking through this book! It really draws the little readers

attention. She really enjoyed all the adorable pictures of all the baby animals. It even includes fun

little facts about the baby animals, and some of the facts I didn't even know! We really loved looking

through it and learning fun little facts about each animal. I received this product for free for my

honest unbiased review.

Baby animals of the world is for kids and is an awesome educational fact book. It's filled with all

sorts of interesting information about baby animals. And the pictures are FANTASTIC! The

American Bear Cubs are so cute. You need to add this book to your collection. Nicely done! I

received this product at a discounted rate in exchange for my unbiased review.
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